
CS 231M Project 2

Released on April 30, 2014.

Due by May 5, 2014, 3:15 PM.

Instructions

What to submit:

1. A project report that consists of screenshots of the app running on
an Android device (tip: you can grab a screenshot by holding down
the power and volume down buttons). Each section below will specify
exactly what you need to include for it in the project report.

2. The complete source code for the project.

How to submit:

1. Archive the project report (PDF) along with the source code into a
single zip archive.

2. Email it to cs231m+hw2@gmail.com

3. Make sure you include your SUNet ID in the body of the email as well
as the project report.

External Libraries

While many of the tasks in this project can be accomplished using pre-built
features of OpenCV, you can only use a restricted set of them for this project.
For each task, we will clearly specify whether you can use OpenCV or not.
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Starter Code

Overview

For this project, you will implement parts of a mobile VSLAM engine. The
starter code can be downloaded here:

• http://www.stanford.edu/class/cs231m/hw/2/VSLAM.zip

The starter code includes a pre-built version of NVSLAM, a VSLAM engine
developed by Nvidia Research. However, a few critical components have been
left out. You will implement these components in the source file:

• VSLAM/jni/nvslam_helper.cpp

Notice that these functions currently forward the call to a pre-built ref-
erence implementation. These have been provided for demonstrating the ex-
pected behavior of these functions. Remember to comment these out when
testing your own implementation.

Unit Tests

We have also provided unit tests for verifying your implementation. These
are automatically built when you build your project. To run these tests,
execute the run_tests.py script in the VSLAM project folder. Before running
the tests, please make sure:

• You have built your project.

• Your Android device is connected.

All the tests should pass in the unmodified starter code since everything is
forwarded to the reference implementation.

The testing script will automatically detect adb if it’s in your PATH or the
standard NVPACK location. If this is not the case for your setup, you can also
manually set the path by editing the ADB_PATH variable in run_tests.py.
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1 VSLAM Implementation [75 points]

You will be implementing the following tasks in nvslam_helper.cpp:

1. Feature Detection

2. Extraction of rotation and translation from the essential matrix

3. Triangulation

4. Transformation disambiguation

5. 6DOF Pose Estimation

• using OpenCV

• using the DLT algorithm

There is a function corresponding to each task above. Please refer to the
comments in the source file for more details.

2 Analysis [25 points + 10 Extra Credit]

Include a brief discussion on the following in your project report:

2.a

1. During initialization, it is possible that the detected and tracked points
are co-planar. If this is the case, describe:

(a) Why is it undesirable to estimate the fundamental in this case?

(b) How could you automatically detect this situation? (Hint: RANSAC
based fundamental matrix and homography estimation)

Try to reproduce this scenario on your device - what do you observe?

2. Why are pure rotations and forward motions problematic for VSLAM
bootstrapping?
Try to reproduce these scenarios on your device - what do you observe?
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3. How can you make tracking more efficient with the help of a mobile
device’s gryoscope?

4. Assume you know the gravity direction from the accelerometer of your
device. How many degrees of freedom remain for the camera pose?

5. As you might have noticed, the DLT based pose estimation performs
worse than the one using OpenCVs solvePnPRansac method. Explain
why this is the case.

2.b Extra Credit [10 points]

1. Is a planar structure an issue for our DLT based pose estimation? Jus-
tify your answer.

2. What are the numerical implications if the gauge freedom is not fixed
for the Gauss-Newton method?
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